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A novel triaxial-torsional testing machine with temperature control has been designed, built, 
and rendered operational at the Center for Concrete and Geomaterials at Northwestern 
University. The technical features and capabilities of the machine are described. With a 
test cavity of diameter 216mm (8.5 in.), the machine can handle large specimens. The 
maximum axial load is 5 MN (1.13 x 106 lb.), and the maximum torque is 5.6 kNm (50,000 
in.-lb.). The temperature range is from room to 600°C (l11O°F). The test chamber can be 
filled with gas or water with maximum pressure 138 M Pa (20,000 psi), and the specimens 
can be either sealed or unsealed. The machine opens new horizons in testing the constitutive 
and fracture properties of concrete and rock. 

INTRODUCTION 

Design of concrete structures against earthquake, 
blast or impact, as well as modern structural uses of 
concrete in nuclear reactor vessels and containments, 
radiactive waste storage, offshore oil platforms, 
undersea structures, etc., require a deeper knowledge 
of stress-strain relations, fracture properties, and 
hygro-thermal properties of concrete. Similar needs 
arise in various modern problems of geotechnical engi
neering as well as mining, petroleum engineering, 
earthquake forecasting and geology. 

Concrete and rock are materials with highly hetero
geneous microstructure which dictates the use of relati
vely large specimens for testing. At the same time, 
conventional types of tests, such as standard triaxial, 
true triaxial (cubical) and biaxial tests, are insufficient 
to determine the constitutive properties of the material 
which are needed in the analysis of the current pro
blems. Especially needed is information on the material 
response at combinations of normal and shear stresses, 
dilatancy due to shear, as well as the variation of 
material response at loading histories with rotating 
principal stress directions or at states at which the 
principal directions of strain and stress do not coincide. 
Certain problems of radioactive waste disposal, nuclear 
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Certain problems of radioactive waste disposal, nuclear 
reactor safety, fire resistance or origination of 
earthquakes at great depths also require knowing the 
material properties at very high temperatures. For 
many applications, further knowledge is needed with 
regard to the effect of pore water and its pressure on 
material deformation. The material properties need to 
be established not only for the failure initiation regime, 
but all the way up to the final failure or fracture, which 
means that tests need to reach into softening regimes 
for which the load declines at increasing deformation. 

To meet these needs, a novel large triaxial-torsional 
testing machine has been designed, built and put in 
operation at the Center for Concrete and geomaterials 
at Northwestern University. The basic initial design 
[1] was made in cooperation with Structural Behavior 
Engineering Laboratories, Phoenix, Arizona. This com
pany also produced the major large pieces of hardware 
and the initial incomplete version of the hydraulic and 
electrical systems. The final redesign, completion and 
modification of hardware, hydraulic system and electri
cal system, as well as the design and production of the 
load cell, extensometer, and electronic controls, were 
carried out in cooperation with GARD, Inc., Niles, 
Illinois. In what follows, a brief report on the technical 
features and special capabilities of this machine is pre
sented. 
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Ftg. 1. - Top view of the testing machine. 
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DESCRIPTION AND TECHNICAL DATA 

Test Chamber and Frame 

The machine (figs. 1 and 2) can exert axial loads up 
to 5 MN (1.13 x 106 lbs.), confining pressures up to 
138MPa (20,000 psi), and torque 5.6 kNm (50,000 
in.-lb.). The temperature in the test chamber can be 
varied betweell room temperature and 600°C (1 110°F). 
The specimen cavity in the test chamber has the diame
ter of 216 mm (8.5 in.) and is 686 mm (27 in.) long. 
The overall height of the machine is 4270 mm (14 ft.), 
its base dimensions are 1420 x 1420 mm (56 x 56 in.), 
and it weighs 80 kN (18,000 lbs). The test cavity can 
be pressurized either by water or by gas (usually air or 
nitrogen). The axial and torsional loads are servo
controlled with a closed-loop hydraulic system, and 
computer control of the loads or deformations, utilizing 
an IBM-PC-XT microcomputer, is possible. Under the 
top lid, as wells as on the piston shaft at the base, the 
test cavity is sealed with synthetic graphite rings (trade 
name Grafoil) which are pressurized before the test to 
double the pressure in the chamber. The high tempera
ture parts of the test chamber are made of Inconel 
718 steel, which has negligible creep within the design 
temperature range, and the remaining parts are made 
of steels No. 304 and 4340S.S. 

Generally, the use of water as the pressurizing 
medium is more convenient because water stores much 
less energy than gas, due to its much smaller compressi-

tie rod clearance hole(3) 

heating element( 12) 

Ftg. 2. - Vertical and horizontal cross sections of the machine. 
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bility, and because the leak rate at the loading shaft 
seals is smaller (in fact, undetectably small). On the 
other hand, the durability of the specimen sealing 
jackets in gas seems better than in water. The option 
of pressurizing with gas is required to make it possible 
to test specimens in a drying regime, and the option 
of pressurizing with water is required for testing the 
effect of water penetration into the specimen. 

The top cover is tightened to the chamber by a set 
of six studs provided with hydranuts. To assure the 
correct value of the axial force in each stud, the closing 
operation consists of pretensioning each stud with a 
hydra-jack to the desired force, upon which the nut is 
tightened by hand before the jack is released. 

The chamber is thermally insulated on the outside by 
a vacuum-formed high alumina ceramic fiber material. 
When the test chamber is operated at high temperature, 
it is cooled by an upward stream of air drawn from 
an intake below the chamber and collected in an 
exhaust hood above the chamber. The chamber safety 
has been evaluated by means of three-dimensional elas
tic finite element analysis as well as simplified plastic 
limit analysis. The axial stiffness of the machine has 
been measured to be 394 MN/m (2.25 x 106Ib./in.). This 
is a relatively high stiffness value which, in combination 
with fast servocontrol, suffices to make the softening 
response of many types of specimens stable. The 
torsional stiffness of the machine has been measured 
to be 120 kNm/rad (1.1 x 106in. x lb./rad). When the 
compressibility of oil in the hydraulic system is taken 

ans ucer on con fO Ine8 tr d t I r 

into account, these stiffness values decrease by 13% 
and 5.5%, respectively. 

Hydraulic System 

The axial load is controlled by a high capacity pump 
with the power of 60 HP, oil flow of 0.95 x 1O-3m3/s 
(15 gallons per minute) and pressure 38.6 MPa 
(5600 psi) (fig. �). The torque loading is realized by 
three symmetrically located pistons (fig. 1 and 2), 
controlled by a separate smaller pump of power 5 HP, 
oil flow 0.32 x 1O-3m3/s (5 gallons per minute), and 
pressure 20.7MPa (3000 psi). The torque pistons, the 
actions of which are reversible, apply their loads 
directly on the axial loading shaft through a common 
cam. The three cylinders are arranged symmetrically at 
120°C spacing and always apply the same force so that 
there is no net horizontal resultant force applied on 
the vertical loading shaft. Such a force would increase 
friction for axial loads. 

The machine is designed so as to allow a large 
displacement of the axial loa�g shaft such that the 
test specimen can be lifted above the barrel section of 
the test chamber (fig. 2). This fac litates setting up the 
experiment before the test as w I as removal of the 
specimen after the test. The heavy top cover of the 
test chamber (fig. 1 and 2) can be lifted by three 
hydraulically operated rods to a height which permits 
easy access to the specimen during its installation. The 
lifting rods are driven by three independent pistons 
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which are operated by the same pump as the torque 
cylinders. 

Pressurization of the test chamber is effected by 
either two water pumps of 207 MPa (30,000 psi) capa
city, or by two gas pumps consisting of one 41.4 MPa 
(6000 psi) pump cascaded with another pump to obtain 
the 138 MPa (20,000 psi) maximum pressure (fig. 3). 
The first of these pumps is directly fed either from 
a liquid pressurized nitrogen bottle or from an air 
compressor. All of these pumps are driven by compres
sed air from a central air compressor of the building. 

Electrical System and Transducers 

The chamber is heated by 12 electrical heaters of 
5400 Watt power each, controlled by a thermocontrol
ler. The heaters are arranged vertically along the cir
cumference of the wall of the chamber (fig. 2). 

The control circuits consist of hydraulic pump motor 
starters, oil flow control valves, and oil pressure servo
valves. The chamber pressure is measured by a pressure 
transducer (manometer) outside the chamber. Pressure 
transducers also measure the pressures of the oil driving 
the axial load piston as well as the oil driving the 
torque pistons. The temperature in the chamber is 
measured by thermocouples at several locations. 

To avoid the uncertainties due to friction on the 
axial loading piston and to the deformation of the axial 
loading piston and specimen end caps, the a�ial load 
and torque are measured inside the test chamber, and 
so are the deformations of the test specimen. The 
measurement systems have been designed to operate 
up to the full range of design pressures and temperatu
res within the chamber, and in gas as well as water 
environments. These were difficult conditions to meet, 
however, the design and production of the load cell 
and extensometer were eventually successful. 

The axial load and torque are measured by a load 
cell which is made of Inconel and is located above the 
test specimen under the top cover of the chamber 
(fig. 4). The load cell is equipped with welded Ailtech 
encapsulated strain gages which operate in gas or water 
within the aforementioned range of temperatures and 
pressures. The top cover of the chamber is provided 
with a plug which allows interchange of the load cell 
(fig. 4). Load cells with three different ranges are neces
sary to cover the entire range of test conditions. The 
capability of measuring both the axial loads and torque 
with the same load cell is achieved by cutouts in the 
cylindrical body of the load cell (fig. 4). The strain 
gages are located and wired so as to separate the values 
of the axial load and the torque. The axial load and 
torque are controlled according to the signal from the 
load cell, and the chamber pressure according to the 
signal from the pressure transducer. The loads and 
temperatures are monitored and recorded by the Kaye 
Digistrip II Datalogger or a microcomputer, which 
converts the electric signals from the transducers to 
load and temperature values by means of a pre
programmed calibration data package. 
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The axial, lateral and torsional deformations are 
measured by an attachable extensometer with welded 
encapsulted (Ailtech) high temperature strain gages. 
The extensometer, which is adjustable to fit three speci
men sizes 152 mm, 102 mm, and 76 mm (diameters 6, 
4 and 3 in.), measures the relative axial displacement 
on a 152 mm (6 in.) base or 76 mm (3 in.) base, the 
change of diameter of the specimen, and the relative 
rotation of the cross sections over the aforementioned 
base. The extensometer is designed and the strain gages 
are wired in such a manner that the average axial, 
torsional, and lateral strains over the measurement base 
can be read and controlled separately for axial and 
torsional strain measurements. The corresponding 
electric signals, obtained from four strain gages 
attached to the extensometer (fig. 5), two on either side 
of the specimen, are fed into the recorder and the 
computer. For lateral strains, signals from two strain 
gages are fed. With the help of a software package, the 
computer converts the electric signals into deformation 
readings (in inches) and then, depending on the size of 
the specimen, into strain readings. The average values 
of the strain readings are then plotted against time, for 
a preset frequency of data output. The extensometer is 
made of Inconel steel so it does not creep at high 
temperature. The load cell and extensometer have been 
accurately calibrated, at various temperatures and 
chamber pressures, to include the effects of temperature 
and pressure on the strain gage readings. 

Since the extensometer frame is relatively heavy, the 
weight of the extensometer is supported by springs. 
The extensometer is attached to the specimen by small 
steel pins which fit into conical holes in 8 stainless steel 
buttons that are glued or cemented in a recess on the 
surface of the concrete specimen. If a sealing jacket is 
used, these buttons protrude through the jacket. The 
buttons are installed in precise locations with the help 
of a specially manufactured drilling jig made of steel. 
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For a short time after a rapid change of chamber 
temperature, the extensometer as well as the load cell 
cannot give correct readings. This is because the surface 
layers of the extensometer frame are heated before the 
core layers are. It has been calculated that about two 
hours after a sudden temperature change are required 
for the material of the extensometer frame to approach 
a uniform temperature with variations not exceeding 
2.5% of the initial sudden temperature change. During 
the initial two-hour period after rapid heating, neither 
the extensometer nor the load cell give correct readings 
for the strains, unless the output were mathematically 
processed in a special sophisticated manner. 

The Kaye Digistrip II data logger or the IBM-PC
XT microcomputer is used as the data acquisition sys-

tern. Computer control of the machine is also possible 
with the microcomputer (Fig. 3). 

Test Specimens 

Typically the test specimens are cylinders 305mm (12 
in.) long, either solid or hollow (Fig. 6). The external 
diameter is typically 152mm, 102mm, and 76mm (6 in., 
4 in., and 3 in.). The specimen's external surface may 
be either unsealed or sealed. For temperatures up to 
about 250°C (480°F), sealing is achieved by two coats 
of silicon rubber. For higher temperatures, a thin cop
per foil with a brazed longitudinal seal and copper end 
rings is used for sealing. At specimen ends, the copper 
rings are leak-tightly connected to the end platens by 
means of knife edges. Special seals are required around 
the targets that serve as the supporting points of the 
extensometer. Specially designed end caps, provided 
with eight radial ribs, are used to transmit torque 

(fig. 6). 

SPECIAL CAPABILITIES OF THE MACHINE 

Large-Size Specimens 

Although the test specimens are of standard size, 
they are nevertheless quite large for the loading condi
tions used. The previous triaxial testing for portland 
cement concretes under triaxial loading and temperatu
res over 100°C (212°F) has been carried out on much 
smaller specimens, the diameter of which was 15 mm 
(0.6 in.) [3]. The increase in specimen size has greatly 
raised the cost of the machine, however, it was inevita
ble in order to test specimens with realistic aggregate 
sizes up to 30 mm (1.2 in) and possibly also with 
reinforcement or cracks. Still larger specimens would, 
of course, be desirable to better simulate conditions in 
a massive concrete wall of several meters in thickness, 
as used, e.g., in nuclear reactor vessels. Nevertheless, 
although the effects of statistical heterogeneity in the 
specimens are larger than they will be for more massive 
specimens, the present size range does make it possible 
to observe the true nonlinear behavior and fracture 
response of concrete, which is rather different from 
that of mortar (concrete with small aggregate) or 
cement paste. 
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Fig. 6. - Test specimen with end caps and sealing jacket. 
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f"',. _ 1.<11 .. .. ,,_to __ , ............ ,.-.. 1.<11 
__ •. ," " .... 0"".....- ................ , .. , .... 
Ria" .. .... .... ......... f_ ,_ ..-� ... " .... 
�;po ,",,_ .... «t .i/Io __ ..... k' _._ ... po ... of .. 
.. _<t. 

11>05(: ""ri<)�s Iyl""'" of lo:.ding. TI", m=urod llrains. 
con'crled In uial and ,hear oompli"""" vol""" (Slrain 
per unil siress) ,,� plol1oo "" llie da" I")inll in r;��, c 
7 a. b. and II", solid line. repre""l11 cslimHlcd 'n"lOlI,in� 
of Ih� ,est,lIs tmeed by h�nd. Th""" compli>1ne<; ,,,llle. 
,cpre"""t the additional .t,ains cau"",...! during a 24·ltm, r 
pcri()d "flc, a chan8C of loading defined in T.hlc I. 

An inlorc>;ling cnndu.ion from ,""'" mc�,un:menU 
i. thol lhe spoei ..... n """led wei cree"" more Ihan Ihe 

'" 

s[1Ocimcn """led dry ItS well u.< the un..,<aleJ <p<:eiroen 
immers"d in ",.Ior. Tlli, " !rile fo< llie .. ia1 ""'"r. and 
al.o fOf Ih" ,hca, ere"" i"llh,,"¥h fn' Ihe un""alcd 
specimen in ",ale, 10 a lC>Scr eXlenl). Thi. lieh""ior is 
differenl fm'" Iha' ob"",vo" ill ""i".ial cret:p al rOOm 
tempe,ature. ro, "'hieh the specimens .. "led "'el and 
{he specimens immersed in waler cr«p about th. "me. 
and an �n.",aled ."""in",,, d,ying during {h. 1 .. 1 creeps 
",,,,,h ID(}rc lhan It>c "Iho' Lw", 
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,,<ai, ...... ri ......... "iodo< 4rilli •• ii. r., """" '.'''.'''_1<, 
'" ........ ..... . 

AIS<), it m"y be nntoo Ihal the ratio of the '�C"T 
creep t o  tile a,i,1 crecp i, generally higller than it i, 
for room temperatu,e. which poinl< '0 an ihCrc"", in 
the creer> Pois,on ratio with lemrer"1u,",, It i� in"",,· 
ting too, thai the 01:>"""'00 behavio, i. qualit"ivcly 
similar 10 thai found in prcviou. tcst� PI of .e,y small 
[ubub, thin-wall cement pa'te ,pecimen,. 

For a detailed analysi, and many f",ther test re'"IB. 

"'" a scparate papcr which follows [5]. 

The new machin� put in opcration at Northweslern 
University opcn> a ncw dimension of material te'ting, 
The test, that "'In be pcrfQrmcd wilh this machine 
should considerably broaden the current knowledge of 
the con'tituti"o relations and fract"re law, for COhCrC\C 
and gcomalcrial •. The first lest ",ries aimed al hi;l.h
tempera1ure tria,ial creep at variou< hygrothermal 
conditions is in progress . 

.. CKN()WLE[)(;�IIXr 

Grateful appreciations arc due 1<> the U S. Nation"l 
s.:ienc� Foundation for funding the basic dcvclo!"''"''t 
of the machihC and the load cell under eq"ipme�t 
grants ENG·7824603 and CEE-R315921 to Northwes
tern University. to Lo, Alamos National Laboratory 
for funding v"rious final modification. Qf the machine 

under '" bC<Jnt,,"'t No 9·L54-M� I %·1 with Northwes· 
tern Universit)'. Additional ,upport for certain impro· 
vement, or the machi"" and ror some of the preliminary 
'eSl& wa, ohtained from Arsonne National Laboratory 
under granl No. 91·00·�OO. 
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RESUME 
Grande machine d'essai triaxial et en torsion avec 

controle hygrothermique. - Une nouvelle machine d' essai 
triaxial en torsion avec contr6le de temperature a ete 
conrue, construite et rendue operationnelle au Centre du 
Beton et des Geomateriaux de la Northwestern Uni
versity. On decrit ses caracteristiques techniques et ses 
possibilites. Grace au diametre de son caisson d' essai 
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(216 mm), la machine peut recevoir de grandes eprouvet
tes. La charge axiale maximale s' eleve a 5 M N et Ie 
couple maximal a 5.6 kNm. La temperature varie de 
celle de la piece a 600°C. On peut remplir I'enceinte de 
gas ou d'eau a une pression maximale de 138 MPa, et 
confiner les eprouvettes ou non. Cette machine ouvre de 
nouvelles perspectives pour l' essai des proprietes constitu
tives et des proprietes de rupture du beton et des roches. 


